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Background 

Attracting investment in Iraq is a priority to diversify the economy and to support economic growth. Despite the current political 
unrest, economic activity in large parts of Iraq continues, with the country still obtaining significant revenues from oil exports, 
and the Government of Iraq (GoI) should continue to try to attract investment. Today, investment attraction highly depends on 
not just factor costs, logistics positioning, and other sources of comparative or competitive advantage, but also on personal 
selling and post-sales servicing; in other words, on investment facilitation.  

The MENA-OECD Investment Programme seeks to improve the GoI’s ability to attract private investment through policy dialogue 
and capacity building in its “Improving the business and investment climate in Iraq – policy dialogue and capacity building for key 
actors” project (the Iraq Project). The Iraq Project will benefit in particular the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister for Economic 
Affairs, the National Investment Commission, the Iraqi private sector and governorates, as well as Kurdistan Regional 
Government’s (KRG) Board of Investment. The Swedish International Development Co-operation Agency (Sida) will provide 
funding from 1 December 2013 to 30 June 2016. The Programme has partnered with the GoI since 2007 to foster private sector-
driven economic development in Iraq. For more information on the Iraq Project, please see: 
http://www.oecd.org/mena/investment/iraq.htm.  

Objectives of the training 

Investment promotion expert Trevor Killen, and the Programme designed the “Training on Investment Facilitation”, which seeks 
to help GoI investment promotion specialists better understand investment facilitation mechanisms, based on the good practices 
from a range of countries and locations worldwide. In turn, improved investment facilitation skills will enable National 
Investment Commission (NIC) and Provincial Investment Commissions (PICs) staff to engage successfully with potential investors, 
thereby more effectively facilitating investment into Iraq. This training session will support the implementation of the Iraq 
Project’s Investment Promotion Diagnostic and Development component. Through this component, the Programme aims to 
increase the capacity of Iraq’s NIC and selected PICs to attract and retain investment.  

The training session will provide an overview of investment promotion and strategy development, with a particular focus on 
investment promotion in conflict-afflicted areas, with Northern Ireland as a case study. The training will also cover practical 
investment facilitation methods, including: skills to handle an investor visit, tracking projects and investors, and investor aftercare 
and encouraging re-investment. The training sessions will include interactive exercises and discussions, in particular to help the 
Programme assess the development of Iraq’s investment promotion bodies. 

This training session is a follow up to the November 2013 Investment Facilitation training session and the June 2013 Country 
Branding training both of which the Programme held in Baghdad, Iraq. 

Participants 

Participants will include members of the NIC, PICs, the Ministry of Planning, and the Ministry of Finance. For a list of participants, 
please consultant the “participant list” document.   

http://www.oecd.org/mena/investment/iraq.htm
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Draft Agenda 
Sunday, 30 November 2014 

13:00 – 14:00  Lunch 

14:30 – 15:00 Opening Remarks and Introduction 

 

Welcome and opening remarks 

Abdullah Al-Bandr Al-Zirej, NIC, Government of Iraq 

Klaus Hachmeier, Iraq Project Co-ordinator, MENA-OECD Investment Programme 

Presentation of the Programme’s investment promotion and diagnostic component 

Present the proposed investment promotion training plan for the Iraq Project 

Training introduction 

Introduction of participants and trainer 

Participant expectations of the training 

Presentation of the structure of the training agenda 

15:00 – 16:30 Module 1 - Investment Promotion Overview & Strategy 

 

Module 1 provides an overview of Investment Promotion & Strategy and Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI). It examines the role of multinational companies and other investors, how they determine 
locations for investment and the role of an Investment Promotion Agency (IPA), such as NIC, in that 
process. It will look at what types of FDI are optimum for Iraq, the benefits offered by FDI, how 
these benefits can be maximised, and the strategies, policies, and operations that are most 
conducive to attracting investment. In addition, the module will cover the utility of investment 
promotion in conflict-afflicted environments with Northern Ireland as a case study. 

The module will also explore how to attract investment to reduce poverty, investment promotion 
and women’s economic empowerment, and increased investment and reducing conflict.  

By the end of Module 1, participants should know:     

• The nature of private sector investment and investors: including rationales for investment 
and site selection  

• Investment promotion, its drivers and its benefits 

• FDI: types and the economic effects associated with FDI 

• Importance of an open and transparent economic environment 

• Why companies invest abroad 

• The site selection processes and the factors sought by investors 

• The increasingly competitive environment for investment promotion 
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Key focus areas:  

• Investment Promotion Overview 

• Introduction to Investment Promotion Strategy 

• Rationale of investment promotion in conflict-afflicted environments 

• Case study of Northern Ireland 

16:30 – 16:45 Break 

16:45 – 17:45 
Workshop Discussion – “What is the overall approach and strategy used by NIC and the PICs to 
attract, facilitate, and generate FDI for Iraq?” 

 

Participants and the trainer will discuss:  

• What are the key elements that are present in the GoI’s strategy to attract FDI, and what 
can be developed further? 

• What is missing from the GoI’s investment promotion and strategy development efforts? 

19:00  Dinner at Landmark Hotel Restaurant  

 

Monday, 1 December 2014 

 

09:30 – 10:45 Module 2: Investment  Facilitation & Generation - Introduction  

 

Module 2 covers investment facilitation and investment generation and ways to facilitate and 
generate investment opportunities from investor enquiries. It also discusses how to handle 
investor enquiries effectively and how to build a relationship with potential investors.  

By the end of Module 2, participants should:     

• Understand the importance of building and developing a relationship with investors 

• Be aware of some of the key tools and methods of relationship building, including 
communications skills 

• Understand how to receive, handle, and progress investment enquiries 

• Know how to respond effectively to information requests from investors 

Key Focus Areas – Module 2 

• Relationship building and communication with investors 

• Handling investor enquiries effectively 
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10:45 – 11:15 Coffee Break  

11:15 – 12:00 Module 3: Investment Facilitation & Generation - Continued 

 

Module 3 continues the work of Module 2 and also summarises the essential elements of the 
business proposition which NIC / PICs can present to potential investors. 

By the end of Module 3, participants should:     

• Be aware of the use of  a business proposition for an investor 

Key Focus Areas – Module 3 

• The Iraq Business Proposition 

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch 

13:00 – 14:00 
Workshop Discussion: “What are the current methods used by NIC and the PICs to market and 
facilitate investment? How could they be improved?” 

 

Participants and the trainer will discuss:  

• What are the key elements that are present but can be developed further? 

• Which key tools are used? 

• What is missing? 

14:00 – 15:30 Module 4 - Investment Facilitation & Generation – Investor Visits 

 

Module 4 covers the investor visit process and explains the pre-visit preparations necessary to 
anticipate a visiting investor’s needs and also how to plan and structure a visit programme tailored 
to the specific requirements of the individual company.  

By the end of Module 4, participants should:     

• Understand the importance of the investor visit in securing an investment 

• Know how to plan, conduct, and follow-up an investor visit 

Key Focus Areas – Module 4 

• Preparing for and conducting effective Investor Visits 

• Case Study – The Investor Visit Checklist 

• Case Study – The Investor Visit from Hell 

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee 
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16:00 – 17:00 Module 4 - Investment Facilitation & Generation – Investor Visits (Continued) 

  

 

Tuesday, 2 December 2014 

 

09:30 – 11:00 Module 4 - Investment Facilitation & Generation – Investor Visits – Interactive Exercise 

 • Interactive Exercise – Conducting an Effective Investor Meeting 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee Break  

11:30 – 13:00  Module 5 - Investment Facilitation & Generation – Project & Investor Tracking 

 

Module 5 covers the importance of recording and tracking investors and investment projects and 
introduces the use of a Customer Relationship Management System (CRM) to facilitate this. 

By the end of Module 5, participants should:     

• Understand the importance of recording and tracking investment projects and investors 

• Be aware of the importance of developing and using a CRM system 

Key Focus Areas – Module 5 

• The importance of recording, tracking, and progressing investment projects 

• Developing and using CRM systems 

• Types of CRM systems available 

• Case Study – Rwanda Development Board CRM System - RDBase 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 – 15:00 Workshop Discussion: “Which tools are currently used by NIC and the PICs to record and track 
      

 

Participants and the trainer will discuss:  

• What are the key tools currently used by the NIC and PICs that can be developed further? 

• What additional tools do the NIC and PICs need to support their work? 

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee 

15:30 – 17:00  Workshop Discussion: The Investment Licencing and Land for Investment 
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Participants and the trainer will discuss:  

• Outstanding questions about the investment licence process and land allocation 

17:00 – 17:30 Closing 

 

• Distribution of training surveys/questionnaires 

• Discussion about workshop and about the upcoming training sessions/activities 

• Final remarks 

 

Wednesday, 3 December 2014 

10:00 Western Union Trip 

 • Meet in hotel lobby  



 

 

 

Contacts 
 

MENA-OECD Investment Programme  
www.oecd.org/mena/investment  
 
Carlos Conde 
Head of Middle East and North Africa Division 
Global Relations Secretariat, OECD 
Tel.: +33 1 45 24 13 14 
Email: carlos.conde@oecd.org  
 
Nicola Ehlermann-Cache 
Head of Middle East and North Africa Investment Programme 
Global Relations Secretariat, OECD 
Tel.: +33 1 45 24 17 48 
Email: nicola.ehlermann-cache@oecd.org 
 
Klaus Hachmeier 
Iraq Project Co-ordinator 
Middle East and North Africa Division 
Global Relations Secretariat, OECD Tel.: +33 1 45 24 76 51 
Email: klaus.hachmeier@oecd.org 
 
Thomas Flynn 
Junior Policy Analyst 
Middle East and North Africa Division 
Global Relations Secretariat, OECD  
Tel: +33 1 45 24 96 71 
Email: thomas.flynn@oecd.org  
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